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MEMORY



GETTING YOUR REVISION TO STICK

Your then need to transfer the information from your short-term memory into your long-
term memory.
To do this you need to review a topic just before you forget!

So the trick is simply, properly spaced revision.

10 minutes later review for 10 minutes
1 day later review for 5 minutes
1 week later review for 2 – 5 minutes
1 month later review for 2 – 5 minutes



Getting Started

1.List of what you need to know

2.Calendar 

3.Exam dates



What do you know?
What don’t you know?

Task 1- Make a list of all topics you need to revise 
Then R A G the list.

Consider if it were an exam question on a paper you did today, would 

you...

• be able to answer it fully without any problems?

• be able to answer some of it, but not all/could attempt 

an answer?

• not be able to answer any of it/have no idea what it is?



Add to calendar
RED – 4-6 times

ORANGE – 2-4 times

GREEN – 1-2 times
Leave INCREASING

gaps between each 

revision

e.g. RED 3 days, 7 

days, 21 days, 50 

days, 120 days



B.U.G. your 

exam  

questions
BOX the COMMAND words. 

What is the question asking you to do?

UNDERLINE the KEY words. 

What do you have to include? 

How many marks are available?

Answer the question.

GO BACK and CHECK you have done the boxed word and 

included the underlined words.



Try dual coding

Use words and visuals for 
your revision notes.

Why is it effective? 

It gives you two ways of 
remembering the 
information later on.

Click to add text



An 
example 
of dual 
coding…



Ideas on how to organise your revision





Remember these are 

not your

GCSE exams.

You have time to improve 

& perfect your revision 

and exam technique before Year 11



Activities – What?

•Create a revision card/s for that 'chunk'
•Test yourself using your revision card/s (Don't turn 
over until you've thought of the correct answer/s or 
you're sure you don't know them
•Write an exam answer and answer in the time you'd 
have in the exam
•Write/do a quiz on the topic
•Create a picture/info graphic that links the key ideas
•Write 50 words to explain the topic/concept
•Explain the topic/concept to someone else (then get 
them to ask you questions to further their 
understanding)



Activities – What?

• Keep each topic/chunk short
• Mix up topics and subjects
• Always make sure you have a copy of the correct   
answers you can check on
•Don’t just read through your notes/highlight
•TEST TEST TEST


